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AWS Lambda Service Delivery Program Certification: 

Supporting DX promotion by utilizing serverless architecture 

 

TOKAI Holdings Corporation announces that TOKAI Communications Corporation, a TOKAI 

telecommunications subsidiary, has become the eighth company in Japan to acquire AWS Lambda Service Delivery 

Program certification from Amazon Web Services (hereinafter referred to as "AWS"). 

 

 The AWS Service Delivery Program certifies AWS partners that possess deep technical knowledge and experience 

and that have a proven track record with regard to providing customers with specific AWS services. We received this 

certification in recognition of our track record in, and knowledge of, systems development and migration using 

serverless architecture that can run program code without the need to build a server. 

 

 There has been a recent increase in customers considering the introduction of serverless architecture that can 

optimize the costs associated with cloud use, as part of their promotion of digital transformation (DX) to improve 

their corporate competitiveness. We intend to meet our customers' needs with more optimal cloud solutions from 

comprehensive and multiple perspectives, using the knowledge and know-how that we have cultivated as a systems 

integrator and now as a partner with multiple AWS certifications. 

 

We will continue working to contribute to our customers' business by providing comprehensive solutions for all 

processes from AWS introduction to operation, including everything from AWS introduction consulting to systems 

development, infrastructure building, circuit connections, and monitoring. 

 

■About AWS Lambda 

 AWS Lambda is an event-driving computing service without the need for servers that can run program code for 

practically all types of applications and backend services without the need for server provisioning (work to allocate 

or configure resources when a server is used) or management. 

 Since AWS Lambda only charges customers for the hours and number of times it is called as well as the memory 

size allocated when called, fees can be greatly reduced depending on how often it is run, thus promising cost savings. 

For more details, see the website below. 

https://aws.amazon.com/jp/lambda/ 

■The Company's Tier in AWS Partner Network 

- AWS Advanced Tier Services Partner 

  



 

■The Company's AWS certifications, etc. acquired 

- AWS Network Competency Program (Direct Connect Infrastructure category) 

- AWS Network Competency Program (Consulting Partner) 

- AWS Public Sector Partner Program (Government, Education, and Nonprofits categories) 

 - AWS Direct Connect Service Delivery Program 

- AWS Digital Workplace Competency Program 

 - AWS Managed Service Provider (MSP) Program 

  

[Acquired this time] 

 - AWS Lambda Service Delivery Program 

 

■The Company's AWS Solution Website 

See the website below for more about our AWS solutions to support customers' AWS usage, including AWS 

introduction support, AWS connection service, AWS operation management, AWS serverless application 

development support, and Amazon WorkSpaces introduction support. 

https://cloudsolution.tokai-com.co.jp/ 

 

■About TOKAI Communications Corporation 

 TOKAI Communications Corporation is the company in charge of telecommunications within the TOKAI Group, 

with a mission of supporting the information society from its foundation and further accelerating communications. 

It handles a broad range of services in the telecommunications field, centering on the three pillars of 

communications business, system integration business, and data center business, enabling optimal solutions for 

every corporate and private customer. 

 

 

* Company names, product names, service names, logos, etc. mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of each company. 

 

[Inquiries about this matter] 

TOKAI Communications Corporation 

Cloud Technology Department, Technology Development Division, Corporate Sales Head Quarters 

E-Mail：csol@tokai-grp.co.jp URL:https://cloudsolution.tokai-com.co.jp/ 

 

 

*1 Amazon Web Services (AWS): A cloud service provided by Amazon Web Services, Inc. in the United States. 

 

* Amazon Web Services and AWS are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliated companies in the United States and other countries. 


